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ABSTRACT
In order to compare plastic deformation along di� erent loading axes,

icosahedral Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals were deformed in uniaxial
compression along twofold and ® vefold axes, between the lowest temperatures
where deformation at strain rates of 10¡5 and 10¡4 s¡1 was possible and 8208C.
For the ® rst time, experiments were performed below 6808C. The strain rate and
temperature sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress were studied by stress relaxation and
temperature change tests. In a range of strain of steady state deformation
following a yield drop, the ¯ ow stress and its strain rate sensitivity increase
strongly with decreasing temperature. The temperature sensitivity shows a
maximum at about 7008C. The data hardly depend on the specimen
orientation. Repeated relaxation tests indicate changes in the microstructure
during the relaxations. Transient phenomena also occurred when the relaxation
tests had not been started from steady state deformation, e.g. before the upper
yield point, after long relaxations or after unloading. The results will be discussed
in Part II of this paper.

} 1. INTRODUCTION
The plastic properties of quasicrystalline materials were ® rst investigated on

polycrystals, e.g., by Shibuya et al. (1990) , Bresson and Gratias (1993), Takeuchi
and Hashimoto (1993), and Shield et al. (1994). The discovery of thermodynamically
stable ternary quasicrystalline phases by Tsai et al. (1989) and the resulting pos-
sibility of growing large single quasicrystals by Yokoyama et al. (1992) formed the
basis for the study of the intrinsic plastic properties of quasicrystals. It was shown by
Wollgarten et al. (1993) that the dislocation density rises dramatically during the
high-temperature deformation of Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals, pointing to a
dislocation mechanism of plastic deformation. This view was con® rmed by
Wollgarten et al. (1995) by the direct evidence of dislocation motion during in situ
deformation in a high-voltage electron microscope. The intrinsic properties of the
plastic deformation of Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals were investigated ® rst by
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Feuerbacher et al. (1995) and later by Brunner et al. (1997). Although these ® rst
studies give information on the activation parameters of the plastic deformation of
single quasicrystals, a number of problems remain open. Di� erent origins of the
specimens and di� erent compression axes and strain rates lead to slightly di� erent
data, the reasons for which are not yet clear. In any case, most measurements, e.g.,
stress relaxation tests and temperature changes, were performed at the upper yield
point, owing to the (almost) constant stress a structural equilibrium was supposed.
However, it was shown by Feuerbacher et al. (1997) that the dislocation density is
increasing strongly at the upper yield point, reaching its maximum value only at the
lower yield point, which means that the condition of a constant structure is violated
at the upper yield point. At an intermediate deformation temperature, the disloca-
tion density decreases during annealing to half of the initial value within about
10 min (Schall et al. 1999), indicating that recovery may play an important role
during the deformation of quasicrystals at high temperatures. The present paper
re-examines the plastic properties of Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals following
three aims: (1) perform measurements in the plateau region after the yield drop to
better ful® l the condition of constant structure; (2) enable a comparison between the
deformation along twofold and ® vefold compression axes; and (3) ® nd the range of
dynamic recovery at high temperatures and consider it in the interpretation. This
paper describes the experimental results, which are then discussed in Part II
(Messerschmidt et al. 2000).

} 2. EXPERIMENTAL
Icosahedral single quasicrystals of the composition Al70:5Pd21Mn8:5 were grown

by the Czochralski technique. Rectangular specimens for compression experiments
of ® nal lengths of 5.7 or 7.8 mm and cross-sections between 2.0 mm2 and 3.2 mm2

were cut by spark erosion. The grip and side faces were carefully ground and
polished to be plane and parallel. Samples with twofold and ® vefold compression
axes were cut from the same single quasicrystal. The samples with a twofold com-
pression axis had side faces normal to pseudo-twofold and ® vefold axes, those with a
® vefold compression axis had side faces normal to twofold and pseudo-twofold axes.
The samples were deformed in a digitally controlled single-screw testing machine in
air. A linear variable di� erential transducer was coupled with the hot compression
anvils to measure the strain. The machine was operated in closed-loop strain control,
which results in a large e� ective sti� ness. Experiments were performed at nominal or
total strain rates of _"t ˆ 10¡4 s¡1 and 10¡5 s¡1 from 8208C down to the lowest
temperatures where, depending on the specimen orientation and strain rate, macro-
scopic plastic deformation was achieved. The deformation usually is not very homo-
geneous. After deformation, the samples are covered with a thin, dense oxide layer,
and they stick to the silicon nitride pads. Frequently, they break near the grip faces
during unloading or cooling.

Figure 1 (a) shows a typical stress strain curve including several tests conducted
during the deformation. The stress ¼ and the total strain "t are nominal stress and
strain values. Stress relaxation tests (R) were performed to determine the strain rate
sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress. The relaxation curves were plotted as ln(¡ _¼) versus ¼. In
this plot, the experimental strain rate sensitivity rex is given by the inverse slope

rex ˆ D ¼=D ln _" ˆ D ¼=D ln …¡ _¼†; …1†
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where _" is the plastic strain rate. Most data described below refer to the initial slope
of the relaxation curves, i.e., they correspond to the strain rate at the beginning of
the relaxation. For a special test, strain rate sensitivity values were determined also
all along the relaxation curves, which correspond to decreasing strain rates. These
values were obtained by piecewise ® tting polynomials of second order to the relaxa-
tion curves and calculating the slopes at the centres of the pieces. Relaxation curves
were measured before the upper yield point (UYP) (R1 in ® gure 1 (a)) and at or
behind the lower the yield point (LYP) in a range of almost constant stress. In order
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(b)

Figure 1. Stress± strain curves (i.e., ¼ versus total strain "t) of a specimen (a) with a ® vefold
compression axis deformed at 6708C and 6568C at a strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1 and (b) with
a twofold compression axis deformed at 7098C at a strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1.

(a)



to record possible changes in the microstructure during the stress relaxation tests,
r̀epeated’ relaxation tests (R2b in ® gure 1) were performed after an original relaxa-
tion (R2a) with the starting stress lower than the initial one so that only a small
strain occurs and the steady state microstructure is not yet re-established. A few
strain rate cycling tests were carried out to con® rm the results of the stress relaxation
tests. The temperature sensitivity ¡…D ¼=D T †_" of the ¯ ow stress was studied by
temperature change tests (TC in ® gure 1 (a)). To change the temperature, it is neces-
sary to partially unload the specimen (U in ® gure 1 (a)) to allow for thermal expan-
sion or contraction. The time to reach thermal equilibrium after a change by 20 K
was of the order of 30 min, i.e., the temperature changes are not ìnstantaneous ’ , in
contrast to the strain rate changes. The procedure for determining the stress incre-
ment D ¼ owing to a temperature change is described in } 3.4.

} 3. R ESULTS

3.1. Shape of the stress± strain curves
For ® rst time, this study describes measurements of the deformation parameters

of Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals below 6808C. Depending on the deformation
conditions, a high-temperature range has to be distinguished from a low-temperature
one. Figure 1 (a,b) shows the typical shapes of stress± strain curves of specimens with
® vefold and twofold compression axes in the high-temperature range. The deforma-
tion behaviour is very similar for the two orientations. In ® gure 1 (a), stress relaxa-
tion curve R1 recorded before the yield point demonstrates that plastic deformation
commences at loads far below the macroscopic yield stress. As ® gure 2 shows, a
second relaxation performed immediately after the ® rst one is shifted parallel to the
stress axis to higher stresses, even at the relatively high temperature of 7208C. This
shift can be interpreted as due to work-hardening. The work-hardening coe� cient at
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Figure 2. Original (R1a) and repeated (R1b) stress relaxation curves of a specimen with
® vefold compression axis deformed at 7208C at a strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1, measured
before the yield point at about one third of the yield stress.



constant relaxation rate Y ˆ D a=D " can be obtained from the stress shift of the
relaxation curves and the corresponding plastic strain, measured from the stress
strain curves. In the `preyield’ region, it amounts to more than 10 GPa, with
increasing values at decreasing temperatures. The range of rapid work-hardening
is followed by an upper and a lower yield point. In many specimens of twofold
orientation, a transition occurs across a narrow range of strain just before the
upper yield point is reached from the quasi-elastic range to a distinct work-hardening
range, leading to a `bump’ in the deformation curve, labelled B in ® gure 1 (b). The
bump may occur also on re-loading after a stress relaxation test. A relaxation test
performed within the bump always shows particular transient e� ects which will be
described in } 3.3. The di� erence between the stresses at the upper and the lower yield
point D ¼jyp increases with decreasing temperature, but the relative amplitude of the
yield drops related to the stress at the lower yield point can be described by
D ¼jyp=¼lyp ˆ ¡0:323 ‡6:147 £ 10¡4T ‰8CŠ, i.e., it decreases from about 0.18 at
8208C down to 0.07 at 6408C. The data show a large scatter, which is due to the
fact that in many experiments stress relaxation tests were performed before the upper
yield point, which in¯ uences the development of the yield drop e� ect. Yield point
e� ects are observed also after stress relaxation tests or unloading. At the lower end
of the high-temperature range, the yield point e� ects after deformation transients
disappear. After the lower yield point, a plateau region follows up to about 5%
plastic strain, where the work-hardening rate is slightly positive, zero or slightly
negative, without a clear correlation to the deformation conditions. Deformation
with strains larger than about 6% has not been investigated in this study.
Deformation curves showing a yield drop followed by a range of almost zero
work-hardening, which may correspond to a steady state of the dislocation structure,
are characteristic of the high-temperature range described in this paper.

At the strain rates of 10¡4 s¡1 or 10¡5 s¡1 usually applied, the samples are brittle
below certain temperatures, as pointed out in the next section. In order to achieve
plastic deformation at lower temperatures, experiments have been performed at a
nominal strain rate of 10¡6 s¡1 with stress relaxation experiments to prove the
existence of plastic deformation at low temperatures. In these experiments, steady
state conditions have not been attained. First results are described by Messerschmidt
et al. (1999)

3.2. Dependence of the ¯ ow stress on temperature, strain rate and orientation of the
compression axis

In ® gure 3, the temperature dependence of the ¯ ow stress at the plateau after the
yield point is plotted for the high-temperature range of specimens with ® vefold (full
symbols) and twofold (open symbols) compression axes for strain rates of 10¡4 s¡1

(squares), and 10¡5 s¡1 (triangles) . Specimens with a twofold compression axis break
before they reach the upper yield point below about 7008C at a strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1

and below about 7158C at 10¡4 s¡1. The lowest temperature where deformation with
a yield point e� ect followed by a steady state region was achieved was 6358C at
10¡5 s¡1 for specimens with a ® vefold compression axis. The di� erent ¯ ow stresses
for the two basic strain rates of 10¡5 s¡1 and 10¡4 s¡1 indicate a strong dependence of
the ¯ ow stress on the strain rate. At the high-temperature end, specimens of both
orientations show equal ¯ ow stresses. At lower temperatures, the ¯ ow stresses of the
samples with twofold orientation are slightly lower than those of samples with ® ve-
fold orientation.
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3.3. Strain rate sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress
The strain rate sensitivity was determined mainly by stress relaxation tests. To

avoid the drastic changes in the microstructure during the yield point, most tests
were performed within the range of steady state deformation. Curve R2a of ® gure
4 (a) shows a typical relaxation test at an intermediate temperature of 7508C starting
from steady state deformation at the high strain rate of 10¡4 s¡1. The reciprocal slope
of these curves equals the experimental strain rate sensitivity rex as described in } 2.
The initial slope corresponds to the strain rate before the relaxation test. The curve
shows the commonly observed positive curvature, i.e., decreasing strain rate sensi-
tivity with decreasing stress or strain rate. For relaxation times of a few minutes,
about half of the ¯ ow stress relaxes at a starting strain rate of 10¡4 s¡1. Curve R2a in
® gure 4 (b), taken at 8208C, demonstrates that the shape of the relaxation curves
remains the same at higher temperatures also. At lower temperatures, the stress
relaxation curves become almost straight, as shown by curves R1a and R2a in ® gure
4 (c), measured at 7008C and 6788C, respectively. The strain rate sensitivity in the
plateau region of the deformation curves is almost independent of the strain within
the range of the present experiments, i.e., up to about 6% plastic strain.

To check the consistency of the strain rate sensitivity data taken under the same
stress but at di� erent temperatures and strain rates, rex values were determined not
only at the beginning of the relaxation curves, but also along a long relaxation curve,
as already pointed out in } 2. These data will be presented and discussed in } 5 of Part
II (Messerschmidt et al. 2000).

In order to assess changes in the microstructure during the relaxation tests,
original relaxation tests labelled RXa were followed by further relaxations after
reloading the specimens to a load slightly below that of the original relaxations, as
described in } 2 and depicted in ® gure 1 (a). These repeated relaxations are labelled
RXb. As shown in ® gure 4 (b), the repeated relaxation curves fall below the original
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the ¯ ow stress ¼ in the plateau region of the stress±
strain curve: ® lled symbols, ® vefold orientation of the compression axis ; open symbols,
twofold orientation; triangles, strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1 ; squares, 10¡4 s¡1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Stress relaxation curves under di� erent experimental conditions. (a) Specimen of
twofold orientation of the compression axis deformed at 7508C at a strain rate of
10¡4 s¡1. R1a and R1b are relaxation and repeated relaxation curves taken just before
the upper yield point. R2a and R2b are relaxation and repeated relaxation curves
taken in the plateau region at about 2% plastic strain. R3 is a relaxation curve
taken in the plateau region at about 3.6% plastic strain after unloading for 20 min
and reloading as for a repeated relaxation. (b) Specimen of ® vefold orientation during
deformation at 8208C at a strain rate of 10¡4 s¡1. D ¼jr, D ln …¡ _¼†jr and D ln …¡ _¼†jt are
described in the text. (c) Specimen of ® vefold orientation during deformation at 7008C
(R1a and R1b) and after a temperature change down to 6788C (R2a and R2b) at a
strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1. Here rex1 and rex2 are the inverse slopes of curves R1a and R2a.



curves, i.e., the strain rates are lower for equal stresses. At the lower end, i.e., after
long relaxation times leading to low strain rates, the original and repeated relaxation
curves coincide. The di� erence between the original and repeated relaxation curves
decreases with decreasing temperature, as becomes obvious from ® gure 4(b,c).
Further repeating the stress relaxation tests without reaching the steady state stress
does not cause additional changes, i.e., the ® rst repeated relaxation and the
following ones follow the same curve. Thus, original relaxation curves coincide
with each other and repeated relaxation curves after long relaxations, too, but ori-
ginal relaxations do not coincide with repeated ones owing to the yield drop e� ect
between them.

At the lower part of the high-temperature region, the original and repeated
relaxation curves measured before the yield point do not meet at low relaxation
rates. Instead, they are shifted with respect to each other parallel to the stress
axis, as demonstrated in ® gure 2. This was explained in } 3.1 by work-hardening
during the relaxations.

A parameter Cr is de® ned as a quantitative measure of the di� erences between
the original and the repeated relaxation curves, which correspond to di� erences in
the starting microstructures. As these di� erences increase with increasing relaxation
times, this parameter relates the di� erence in the relaxation rates between the
original and repeated relaxations D ln …¡ _¼†jr at the beginning of the relaxations to
the total change D ln …¡ _¼†jt of the relaxation rate during the original relaxation, as
indicated in ® gure 4 (b):

Cr ˆ D ln …¡ _¼†jr=D ln …¡ _¼†jt: …2†
In ® gure 5, the experimental values of Cr are plotted as a function of the deformation
temperature. Within the framework of the relatively few data points, Cr seems to be
independent of the strain rate and the specimen orientation. A linear regression
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Figure 4. (Continued )



analysis of all data points yields

Cr ˆ ¡0:42 ‡6:6 £ 10¡4T ‰8CŠ; …3†

which crosses the abscissa at about 6258C. Thus, structural changes during
stress relaxation tests are negligible only at the lowest temperature within the
high-temperature deformation range.

The microstructural changes during the relaxations cause a yield drop e� ect
with a stress di� erence D ¼jypr if the specimen is reloaded until a new steady state
deformation is reached, as demonstrated in ® gure 6 (a). Figure 6 (b) compares this
di� erence with the extrapolated stress di� erence D ¼jr between the original and the
repeated relaxation curves de® ned in ® gure 4 (b), demonstrating that the two dif-
ferences are almost equal. The straight line in ® gure 6 (b) is the result of a linear
regression forced through the origin. It has a slope of 0.9, i.e., close to unity.

Figure 7 (a) is a compilation of the experimental strain rate sensitivity data. The
values correspond to the starting points of (original) relaxation tests performed in
the plateau regions of the stress± strain curves. Data points with the same symbol at
the same temperature originate from a single specimen. The strain rate sensitivity
increases dramatically with decreasing temperature and seems to reach a constant
value at the lowest temperature of macroscopic deformation. The strain rate
sensitivity tends to increase with higher strain rates. As for the ¯ ow stress, the
specimen orientation is of little in¯ uence. In order to check the results of the stress
relaxation tests, a few strain rate cycling tests were performed from a strain rate of
10¡5 s¡1 to one of 10¡4 s¡1 (asterisks in ® gure 7 (a)). They have to be attributed to an
average strain rate of

�������������������������
10¡5 £ 10¡4

p
s¡1 � 3:2 £ 10¡5s¡1 and ® t quite well to the

results of relaxation tests if the stress increment is measured between the steady
state stress at 10¡5 s¡1 and the upper yield point at 10¡4 s¡1.

Particular transient e� ects occur if stress relaxation tests are started at a state of
non-constant internal structure as, e.g., before the upper yield point, where the
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Figure 5. Dependence of the recovery parameter Cr on the temperature (symbols as in
® gure 3).



specimen undergoes strong work-hardening. The relaxation curve may then exhibit
an additional part of low strain rate sensitivity at the beginning of the relaxation test
as curve R1a in ® gure 4 (a). This initial part leads to an ìnverse’ curvature of the
relaxation curve at the beginning of the relaxation test. Relaxation curves with an
inverse curvature at the beginning may appear also during repeated relaxations. This
is demonstrated in ® gure 4 (a) by the curves R1b for a `preyield’ curve, and R2b for a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Transient e� ects during reloading after a stress relaxation test: (a) yield drop in the
stress-strain curve ; and (b) dependence of the stress di� erence of the yield drop D ¼jyp
on the stress di� erence D ¼jr between the original and the repeated relaxation curves.



repeated relaxation in the plateau region. Sections with inverse curvature appear
whenever the specimen is loaded close to the starting load of the original relaxation.
They are particularly pronounced if the stress± strain curves show a `bump’ like B in
® gure 1 (b). They appear also after unloading, as shown by curve R3 in ® gure 4(a).
The strain rate sensitivities corresponding to the parts with inverse curvature of the
relaxation curves either from tests before the upper yield point or from repeated
relaxations are of an order of magnitude of only 10± 30 MPa.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Dependence of the strain rate and stress sensitivities of the ¯ ow stress on tempera-
ture (symbols as in ® gure 3). (a) Strain rate sensitivity rex measured at the beginning of
original relaxation tests in the plateau region of the stress± strain curve: asterisks are
strain rate cycling tests on specimens with ® vefold compression axis from 10¡5 s¡1 to
10¡4 s¡1, corresponding to an average strain rate of 3:2 £ 10¡5 s¡1. (b) Temperature
sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress.



3.4. Temperature sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress
The temperature sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress ¡…D ¼=D T †_" was determined from

temperature change experiments. As described in } 2, the temperature changes are
never ìnstantaneous ’ changes. Therefore, in this study the stress increments D ¼ were
determined between steady state stresses taken at the beginning of original stress
relaxation tests before and after the temperature change, as described in ® gure 4 (c).
The stress increments are assigned to the average temperature. In ® gure 7 (b), the
temperature sensitivity of the ¯ ow stress ¡…D ¼=D T †_" is plotted as a function of the
temperature. It does not seem to depend on the orientation of the compression axis.
Above 7008C, it decreases rapidly with increasing temperature. Below 7008C, data
are available only for the ® vefold orientation. There, the temperature sensitivity
decreases with decreasing temperature. The temperature sensitivity data from
temperature change tests agree well with the slope of the plot of the steady state
¯ ow stress versus temperature in ® gure 3. Here, even the decrease at the lowest
temperatures is indicated.

} 4. CONCLUSION
At a strain rate of 10¡5 s¡1 above about 6408C, Al± Pd± Mn single quasicrystals

show a region of almost steady state deformation after an upper and a lower yield
point. Both the ¯ ow stress in the steady state region and its strain rate sensitivity
decrease strongly with increasing temperature. The data are almost equal for
specimens of twofold and ® vefold compression axes.

Repeated relaxation curves following an original relaxation after reloading to a
stress slightly lower than the plateau stress level do not coincide with the original
relaxations. This points to changes in the dislocation structure occurring during the
relaxation tests. The e� ect decreases with decreasing temperature and disappears at
about 6258C.

Transient e� ects in the form of an inverse curvature at the beginning of the
relaxation tests are observed also if relaxation curves are started from a non-steady-
state deformation, e.g. , during loading before the yield point, after long relaxation
tests or after unloading.
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